FEATURES
Richard West talks to the people running the new Photobook shops (p.6) • Trish Morrissey, Jon Tonks and Heather Agyepong compare their experiences of being a photographer (p.12) • Donal Murphy talks about his working life as an Architectural Photographer (p.22)

COLUMNS
Joseph McBrinn (p.10) • Orla Fitzpatrick (p.20) • Colin Pantall (p.82) • Robert McNabb (p.86)

GENERATIONS
Zula Rabikowska (p.56)

Doug Soby (p.36)

Julian Germain (p.46)

EXHIBITIONS
The Album Cover • Robbie Lawrence • Against the Image • Ingrid Pollard

BOOKS
Eduardo Cadava • Guy Bolongaro • Forget Photography • Uta Eisenreich • Lucas Blalock • Photobooks & • A Photonovel and more

Tom Merillon (p.26)